OSU WRITING PROJECT AND POETIC JUSTICE PRESENTS:

"GREY MATTER" DOCUMENTARY SCREENING & POETRY READING

April 6th, 2018
Willard 010
OSU Stillwater
7:00 - 9:00 pm

Join us for an evening that honors the incarcerated women of Oklahoma and the power of writing.

Poetic Justice is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization operating in Oklahoma jails and prisons. They offer restorative writing workshops to incarcerated women emphasizing voice, hope, and power to change. Their students use transformational communication skills to lead restored, meaningful lives.

A twenty-minute documentary, "Grey Matter," which explores Oklahoma's female incarceration issue will be shown, followed by readings from the latest Poetic Justice anthology. You'll also have an opportunity to see portraits of the women who wrote them and to purchase the poetry anthologies.